Concept of
Guidebook/Compendium of Waste
Management Solutions of Composting
Technologies for Citizens
Phase 1 Book: Mumbai
(Phase 2 could involve an online Geotagged interactive platform
& also creating for other cities in India)

About the Guidebook/Compendium
What is it?
A structured compilation of information to inform and guide the reader (citizen) about the
following:
• the challenges of waste problem includes stats, infographics, trivia
• what they can do to manage their waste, includes 3Rs, segregation & composting to create
vegetable gardens,
• list and details of individual sites (both vendor & community driven) where waste is
managed successfully mapped around Mumbai city,
• the 5-step guide to start managing your waste at home,
• and provide feedback on the experience & interested in being included as a ‘waste
manager’ in the next version of this guidebook,
• A feel good section on what contribution you have made to addressing the problem
including linkage to Climate Change & SDGs
What is it?
An online PDF version (E-book, Flipbook, ISSU etc.) will be made available to all
Few copies will be printed for sharing as samples
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About the Guidebook/Compendium
What else does the book include?
• A pull out map of Mumbai showing the sites
• A self-assessment form (checklist) to begin wasting less
• A poster on segregation (what goes where)
• Suggestions & Tips for Zero Waste
• Suggestions & Tips to Live Green
• About Ekonnect & EMC
Size: Pocket size or Note book size
Number of Pages: Between 60 to 100
Information & links about/to Ekonnect & EMC
Style of writing:
Conversational and witty
Language:
English but should allow for translation to Hindi and Marathi
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Table of Contents (draft)
Foreword
Acknowledgements
Who is this book for?
How to use this book?
Chapter 1 : Why (not to) waste?
• the challenges of waste problem includes stats, infographics, trivia
Chapter 2: What can you (not) do?
• what they can do to manage their waste, includes 3Rs, segregation & composting to create
vegetable gardens,
Chapter 3: Who is doing what and where?
• list and details of sites where waste is managed successfully mapped around Mumbai city,
Chapter 4: What are you waiting for? Get started:
• the 5-step guide to start managing your waste at home,
• and provide feedback on the experience to be included as a waste manager in the next
version of this guidebook,
Chapter 5: You’re now part of the solution: Well done!
• A feel good section on what contribution you have made to addressing the problem including
linkage to Climate Change & SDGs
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Size, cover, pullout map, type of graphic
Sample ideas
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Good design

Sample ideas
Using design we can communicate as the
reader is progressing through the book,
she/he is making a change, first
becoming aware and then implementing
the action of managing waste – this is
visually depicted to provide that sense of
achievement.
The cover page can
be interestingly
designed to
include either seed
paper or seeds to
help the reader get
started on growing
their garden (once
the compost is
ready – incentive
to act)
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An example

https://www.erlangen.de/Portaldata/1/Reso
urces/030_leben_in_er/dokumente/Waste_
Guide_09_12_16_Endversion.pdf
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